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Reasons for citation

There are many reasons why citation of data is as important as citation of (other)
published sources of material.  These reasons include :

• The importance of giving appropriate credit to the producers of datasets
(this is particularly the case in the increasingly competitive academic
sector whereby credit needs to be attached to the production of high
quality, well documented datasets, but we are aware that it also happens
in our own environment whereby different agencies re-use one another’s
data ).  It also helps in the evaluation of the usefulness of datasets to be
able to track usage accurately.

• It can facilitate other researchers to locate the exact version of the data
used so that they might re-analyse the data to amplify, extend, confirm or
refute the author's interpretation of it (all of which is an important part of
the scientific process);

• The reliability of the information may be assessed on the basis of its
provenance and the context and additional information provided in the
source may permit the reader to go more deeply into the subject and to
verify sources and authenticity;

• It is important that, as the producers of the data, we should be able to
locate quickly and accurately the exact version of the data we supplied so
that we can answer queries quickly and can also resolve problems with
the data

The practice of citation

Unfortunately if one reads through publications which use data from our agencies
one finds a huge array of practices with data sources often not cited, or cited
incompletely (for example not specifying the agency concerned, or the access



point within that agency, or the version of the dataset used).  Of even more
concern this occurs even within publications produced by our own agencies.

Our role in encouraging good citation practice

I would argue that we should do the following :

• Provide to every user of a dataset a correct citation (particularly other
agencies to whom we supply information)

• Encourage users to use correct citation through the circulation of ‘good
practice’ guidelines and other notes discussing the importance of citation

• Identify and employ good practice in our own publications

• Create a culture whereby failure to properly cite data is unacceptable (we
can work with professional associations and publishers to try to achieve
this)

Content of citation

The principle is that the reader should be able to find enough information in the
source citation to find the original data or to be able to enter into a dialogue with
the data producers to discuss the data.

References giving only the organization or author are common but are
insufficient.  For example, Robert Johnston quotes an e-mail which notes that a
World Bank publication cites a source "World Bank lending operations database"
but a search of World Bank literature and Internet sites by the e-mail writer, an
experienced research librarian, did not turn up any other reference which can be
used to track down these data for further research.

A simple but effective citation policy is to include:
the unambiguous name of the dataset
the author of the dataset or the agency (or part of the agency) responsible
for it,
the date of the dataset (or version number),
the contact details for queries
the address of the archive or other place of storage or system for
accessing the data ,
the publisher (if  this is different from the author though for most of our
agencies’ publications the author and publisher are the same),
if appropriate, the paragraph, table or page number.

Issues to be resolved



There are a number of issues to be resolved including the following:

What should be our practice in referencing our source material from individual
countries especially when the material we receive is often inadequately
referenced ?

What should we do when we have underlying source material but we have
amended or altered it in some way ?  (Incidentally the UNDP’s citation of
UNESCO for data they had changed within the UNDP according to rules we did
not understand used to cause embarrassment for UNESCO, but I am pleased to
report that the distinction between the original source and the responsibility for
changes to the data is made much clearer in the latest Human Development
Report)

What happens to version control in the context of dynamic on-line databases ?
(the user could report the date and time they utilized the database but if this does
not co-incide with our archiving practice it may be difficult to reconstruct such
data)

Some useful references

I have been very grateful for assistance from Robert Johnston of the UNSD who
has fought for god practice in this area for many years and for access to an
internal note he has written on this topic.
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